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Abstract

This paper focuses on the prediction of the dimensionless retention time of proteins (DRT) in hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) by
means of mathematical models based, essentially, only on aminoacidic composition. The results show that such prediction is indeed possible. Our
main contribution was the design of models that predict the DRT using the minimal information concerning a protein: its aminoacidic composition.
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he performance is similar to that observed in models that use much more sophisticated information such as the three-dimensional
roteins. Three models that, in addition to the amino acid composition, use different assumptions about the amino acids tendency to

o the solvent, were evaluated in 12 proteins with known experimental DRT. In all the cases analyzed, the model that obtained the
as the one based on a linear estimation of the aminoacidic surface composition. The models were adjusted using a collection of 7
minoacidic properties plus a set of 6388 vectors derived from these using two mathematical tools:k-means and self-organizing maps (SO
lgorithms. The best vector was generated by the SOM algorithm and was interpreted as a hydrophobicity scale based partly on the

he amino acids to be hidden in proteins. The prediction error (MSEJK) obtained by this model was almost 35% smaller than that obtained
odel that supposes that all the amino acids are completely exposed and 40% smaller than that obtained by the model that uses a sim

actor considering the general tendency of each amino acid to be exposed to the solvent. In fact, the performance of the best model
minoacidic composition was 5% better than that observed in the model based on the three-dimensional structure of proteins.
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. Introduction

Hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) is a tech-
ique used for the purification of proteins, which is based on

he hydrophobic properties of the molecular surface and their
nteraction with a stationary matrix of non-polar molecules.
herefore, the separation of a protein mixture takes place when
ifferences occur in the degree of interaction between proteins
nd the stationary matrix. The magnitude of these differences
ill affect the resolution and purification levels achieved by this

echnique[1].
The HIC principles show high sensitivity to changes in the

ertiary structure of proteins as, for instance, the exposition of
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non-polar groups on the surface as the result of a polype
chain incorrectly misfolded or damaged. Also, these charac
tics allow the identification of analogous proteins or degrada
products, in addition to other contaminants. In the same way
sensitivity allows its use as an analytical tool to detect con
mational changes in proteins[2–6].

At present time, HIC is used in most industrial processe
protein purification as well as in laboratory scale applicati
Commonly, it is used as a stage within the protein purifica
process, that follows ion exchange chromatography. It has
shown that the rational design of industrial protein purifica
processes normally requires an HIC stage[7].

On the other hand, hydrophobicity plays a key role in
definition of a protein’s behaviour and this property is con
ered as one of the fundamental forces that govern protein fo
[8]. Moreover, the hydrophobic characteristics of a protein
form a fundamental role defining its behaviour in solution an
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interaction with other biomolecules. The hydrophobicity value
of a protein can be assigned by many different methodologies
either experimental or theoretical. A method for establishing
the hydrophobicity of a protein consists in considering the rela-
tive contribution of each one of the amino acids present on the
surface, defining an average surface hydrophobicity (ASH)[9].
Using this definition, Lienqueo et al. found that the ASH can
be correlated satisfactorily with retention times in hydrophobic
interaction chromatography[10]. In this case, the aminoacidic
hydrophobicity scales that best modelled the behaviour were
those of Miyazawa-Jernigan[11] and Cowan-Whittaker[12].

In order to calculate the ASH, it is necessary to have the
three-dimensional protein structure. Frequently this data does
not exist, and the only information available is the amino acid
sequence. In these cases, to estimate the surface composition
of the protein, it is necessary to start with the construction
of three-dimensional models, usually using the methodology
of comparative modelling[13], or in some cases through the
development of Ab initio models. As these methodologies are
complex and time consuming, it would be desirable to investi-
gate a methodology by which retention time could be determined
when only the protein aminoacidic composition is available.

Some features of proteins can be predicted based on their
aminoacidic composition. For example, it has been reported
that the prediction of the protein’s secondary structural content
[14], and the protein structural class[15] can be carried out suc-
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wheretR corresponds to the time where the peak of the chro-
matogram takes place,t0 to the time when the salt gradient starts
andtf to the time when the salt gradient finishes.

DRT values used in this work were obtained in a 1 ml Phenyl-
Sepharose Fast Flow column using 2 M ammonium sulfate as
the eluent.

2.2. Mathematical models

2.2.1. DRT 0 model—average surface properties
The DRT 0 model is similar to that proposed by Lienqueo et

al.[10]; however, our model considers a wider set of aminoacidic
properties and not only hydrophobicity scales. We modelled the
dimensionless retention time (DRT) using average surface prop-
erties (ASP) of proteins by the following equation:

DRT = b0 + b1Γ + b2Γ
2 (2)

whereΓ corresponds to the ASP of the protein andbi to the
adjustable coefficients of the quadratic model obtained by the
least square procedure. TheΓ of a protein was computed assum-
ing that each amino acid on the protein surface contributes,
proportionally to its abundance, to the properties associated to
the protein surface[9]. According to the previous hypothesis,Γ

can be calculated by the following equation:
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essfully from its aminoacidic composition only. In a previ
aper, we investigated the prediction of ASH calculated with
ydrophobicity scales of Berggren and Cowan-Whittaker u
athematical models based on the aminoacidic compositio
easurements of the amino acids tendency to exposition

ound that it is possible to predict the ASH of a protein in
cceptable degree starting from its aminoacidic compos
btaining in the best case a correlation coefficient of 0.836[16].

Therefore, the main objective of this paper is to investi
f it is possible to predict the retention time of a protein in H
nly from its aminoacidic composition using appropriate m
matical models.

. Materials and methods

.1. Materials

Twelve proteins with known dimensionless reten
ime (DRT) and three-dimensional structure were u
ytochrome C (1HRC), Ribonuclease A (1AFU), My
lobin (1YMB), Conalbumin (1OVT), Ovoalbumin (1OVA
ysozyme (2LYM), Thaumatin (1THV), Chymotrypsinog

(2CHA), �-Lactoglobulin (1CJ5),�-Amylase (1BLI), �-
hymotrypsin (4CHA),�-Lactalbumin (1A4V). DRT value
orrespond to those used by Lienqueo et al. in[10].

Briefly, DRT corresponds to the dimensionless protein re
ion time observed in a hydrophobic interaction column, ca
ated according to:

RT = tR − t0

tf − t0
(1)
d
e

,

=
∑
i ∈ A

r̂iϕi (3)

hereA is the collection of the 20 possible amino acids
i is the ith component of an aminoacidic property vec
APV). Lienqueo et al. usedϕ equal to a hydrophobicity sca

for the modelling and prediction of DRT. They found t
mongst a diversity of hydrophobicity scales, the best scale

he prediction of DRT were those of Miyazawa-Jernigan
owan-Whittaker. Here, however, additional properties w
onsidered. Therefore, the expressions represented by E(2)
nd (3)correspond to a generalization of the equations use
ienqueo et al. Finally, the variable, ˆri represents the fractio
f surface area occupied by the amino acids of classi and it is
iven by:

i = Si∑
j ∈ ASj

(4)

hereSi is the sum of the accessible surface area (ASA) fo
he amino acids of classi. The ASA was calculated using t
oftware STRIDE from the three-dimensional structure of
roteins[17].

.2.2. DRT I model—aminoacidic composition
In the case of the models based on the aminoacidic

osition of the protein,Γ is estimated without using th
hree-dimensional structure of the protein. Three linear m
ls described and analyzed in a previous paper were

16].
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DRT I model supposes that all the amino acids are completely
exposed, soΓ is estimated by the following equation:

Γ I = c0 +
20∑
i=1

ciâ
I
i + c21̂l (5)

whereci (i from 0 to 21) corresponds to the parameters of the lin-
ear model obtained by the least squares procedure,l̂ is the ratio
between the length of the protein sequence and the maximum
length observed in the working database. The value ˆaI

i corre-
sponds to the fraction of the maximum accessible surface of the
amino acids of classi when they are totally exposed, defined by:

âI
i = niSmax,i∑

j ∈ AnjSmax,j
(6)

whereni is the number of amino acids of classi in the protein and
Smax,i is the maximum possible value of ASA, obtained when
arranging the amino acids of classi in a extended conformation
tripeptide G-X-G[18]. The values ofSmax in Å2 are 113 (Ala),
241 (Arg), 158 (Asn), 151 (Asp), 140 (Cys), 189 (Gln), 183
(Glu), 85 (Gly), 194 (His), 182 (Ile), 180 (Leu), 211 (Lys), 204
(Met), 218 (Phe), 143 (Pro), 122 (Ser), 146 (Thr), 259 (Trp), 229
(Tyr), 160 (Val).

2.2.3. DRT II model—aminoacidic composition and
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analyzed in this work do not consider the data provided by the
amino acid withϕi equal to zero.

The determination ofci coefficients of Eq.(5)was carried out
by means of a least square adjustment on a set of 1982 proteins
(working database) with known three-dimensional structure
[16]. This set was derived from the non-redundant protein selec-
tion (identity cut-off 25%) published by Hobohm and collabora-
tors in December of 2003[19]. This subset was constructed elim-
inating the membrane proteins. The three-dimensional structures
were obtained from the PDB database[20]. Theci coefficients
were determined as the average observed on 100 repetitions
using different randomly generated subsets.

2.3. Collection of aminoacidic property vectors (APV)

A collection of 74 aminoacidic property vectors (APV) was
used. This collection covered a wide spectrum of physical,
chemical and biological aminoacidic characteristics, amongst
them: molecular weight, bulkiness, hydrophobicity scales, aver-
age solvent accessibility, secondary structure preferences, codon
numbers, etc.[11–12,21–60]. All members in the APV col-
lection were mathematically scaled at the interval [0; 1]. This
scaling procedure was carried out so that values 0 and 1 were
associated to the minimum and maximum values in the original
scale, respectively. The hydrophilicity scales were transformed
to hydrophobic scales assigning 0 to the most hydrophilic amino
a st of
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The DRT II model incorporates a correction factor that c

iders the general tendency of each amino acid to be ex
o the solvent. In previous work, we found that the best re
ere obtained using a correction factorα equal to an estimatio
f the probability that an amino acid of classi had a RASA supe
ior to a thresholdµ = 0.6 [16]. The RASA of an amino acidk
n a protein is defined as the ratio between their ASA (sk) and
heir maximum ASA (Smax,k). Then, in the DRT II model,Γ is
stimated by Eq.(5) whereâI is replaced by ˆaII given by:

ˆ II
i = niSmax,iαi∑

j ∈ AnjSmax,jαj

(7)

hereαi is the exposition factor for the amino acid of classi.

.2.4. DRT III model—aminoacidic composition and linear
stimation of the surface

Finally, in the case of the DRT III model, we establish a lin
elationship amongst the ASASi for all the amino acids of clas
and the maximum possible ASA defined forniSmax,i. Then, in
he DRT III model,Γ is estimated by Eq.(5)whenâI is replaced
y âIII described by:

ˆ III
i = niSmax,iβi + ηi∑

j ∈ A(njSmax,jβj + ηj)
(8)

hereβi andηi are the coefficients of the linear model betw
i andniSmax,i calculated for all the amino acids of classi presen
n the working database using the least squares procedure[16].

By definition, the sum of coefficients ˆai is one, so these coef
ients conform a linear depending system. Therefore, the m
d

ls

cid and 1 to the most hydrophobic, the value for the re
he amino acids was determined linearly. Other vectors
ssociated to hydrophobicity scales were not modified.

.4. Collection of derived APV

Additionally to the APV collection obtained from the lite
ture, a set of vectors derived from these was used. This
et was constructed using algorithms that allow analysis o
nderlying topology in high dimensionality data sets. The a
ithms used in this work werek-means[61] and self-organizin
aps (SOM)[62].

.4.1. k-Means algorithm
Thek-means algorithm can be described as a method to

data set ink groups. Each group is represented by a proto
ector, which corresponds to the centroid of the vectors
elong to it. Given a fixed number ofk prototype vectors at fir

ocated randomly in the space, the objective of this algor
s to move the prototype vectors, so, for instance, the su
he distance between each prototype and the set of vecto
t represents is minimized. If the number of partitions sele
s suitable, it is possible to suppose that each prototype v
ynthesizes in some way the characteristics of its group.

.4.2. Self-organizing maps (SOM) algorithm
In the case of the SOM algorithm, the basic idea is s

ar, although in this case, the prototype vectors are, in add
apped to an ordered structure usually bi-dimensional c
ohonen map. The algorithm objective, however, is more a

ious than in the case of thek-means algorithm, since the
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dimensional structure must maintain the topological relations
observed in the multidimensional space. In this way, if two pro-
totypes are centroids of two groups of similar data, the map
would have to maintain this relation locating these prototypes in
the same zone or neighborhood in its structure.

Both algorithms can be trapped in local minima, so their per-
formance will depend to a great extent on the initial location
of the prototype vectors. For this reason, in the case of thek-
means algorithm, each execution was repeated 100 times with
different initial vectors. Since the SOM algorithm is very inten-
sive in computational time the repetitions, in this case, only took
place 20 times. On the other hand, the determination of the opti-
mal k-value, in the case of thek-means algorithm, is not trivial.
Therefore, a systematic test of all thek-values between 2 and 73
was carried out. In the same way, the a priori determination of
the optimal dimensions of the Kohonen map is not easy either, so
16 maps with dimensions in the following sequence were evalu-
ated: 1× 2, 2× 2, 2× 3, 3× 3, 3× 4, . . ., 8× 9, 9× 9. Finally,
in each case, the best vector, in terms of its performance as APV
in the models described in the previous section, was conserved.

2.5. Measurement of the model performance

The performance of the models was evaluated by means of
three parameters: the mean square error (MSE), the correlation
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the data is not considered. The model determined by means of
thekth adjustment is used to calculate the prediction of the DRT

of proteink, denoted bŷDRTk

−k
, where−k means that thekth

element has been left out. So, the MSEJK is obtained calculating
the average on the collection ofN proteins as indicated in the
following equation:

MSEJK = 1

N

N∑
k=1

(DRTk − D̂RTk

−k
) (11)

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Analysis of the aminoacidic property vector (APV)
collection

The aminoacidic property vector (APV) collection represents
the distribution of physical, chemical and biological properties
on the set of 20 amino acids. These 74 vectors are distributed
in a vector space defined by their 20 components. In order to
study the characteristics of this distribution, a principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA) considering all these vectors was carried
out. This was done setting the vectors as observations and their
components as variables.

Fig. 1shows a pareto graph which details the relative contri-
rved

tude
. This
PV
nts.
ty of

3%

onent
cidic
asso-
coefficient (Pearson) and the Jack Knife cross-validation me
square error (MSEJK). The MSE and the Pearson were calculate
using the following expressions:

MSE = 1

N

N∑
k=1

(DRTk − D̂RTk) (9)

Pearson= N
∑N

k=1(DRTk × D̂RTk) − ∑N
k=1DRTk

∑
√

N
∑N

k=1(DRTk)2 − (
∑N

k=1DRTk)
2
√

N
∑N

k=1(D̂RT

where DRTk is the experimental DRT of proteink, D̂RTk is the
prediction of the DRT for proteink andN = 12 is the number of
proteins with experimentally known DRT used.

The MSEJK was used to estimate the prediction error of th
models when using proteins not considered in the training d
set. In this case, the size of the data set is modest, hence o
techniques of re-sampling likek-folding cross-validation, boost-
rap or the use of an independent test set cannot be used. The
Knife re-sampling method (leave-one-out) is a widely know
methodology[63]. Actually, it is regarded as the most objec
tive and effective tool for the evaluation of predictor mode
[64,65]. The mathematical principle and a comprehensive d
cussion about this can be found in[66]. Briefly, this method
consists in repeating the fitting of the model as many times
the size of the data set, leaving in each occasion one elemen
of the calculations. Thus, in each step, the error of the mod
for the prediction of the element that was left out is calculate
At the end of the process, the final prediction error of the mod
is estimated as the average of the prediction error of each e
ment that was left out. In other words, this process is carried o
systematically so that in thekth adjustment, thekth element of
n

1D̂RTk

2 − (
∑N

k=1D̂RTk)
2

(10)
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bution of each principal component in the total variance obse
in the collection. This contribution was related to the magni
of the eigen value associated to each principal component
graph indicates that 77% of the variability present in the A
collection is captured by the first four principal compone
By means of this, it is possible to reduce the dimensionali

the APV collection from 20 to 4 (80%) with less than a 2
information loss.

Fig. 1. Pareto plot of the variance contributed by each principal comp
obtained from the principal component analysis of the collection of aminoa
property vectors (AVP). The variance was obtained from the eigen value
ciated to each principal component.
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Fig. 2. Scatter plot between the two first components of the collection of
aminoacidic property vectors when it has been projected on its two principal
components. These vectors were separated in three qualitative categories: all
vectors based on hydrophobicity scales (); vectors constructed from a statisti-
cal analysis of different properties (�); all the rest (�).

The reduction on the dimensionality of the APV collection
allowed us to construct the scatter plot shown inFig. 2. This fig-
ure shows the distribution of the members of the APV collection
when they have been projected in the two first principal direc-
tions of the collection (PCA-1 and PCA-2). Additionally, the
vectors were separated in three categories defined qualitativel
The first category contains all APV based on hydrophobicity
scales (37); the second, all APV constructed from a statistica
analysis of different properties (11); and the third, all the rest

(26). The scatter plot ofFig. 2suggests that the APV collection
is distributed in the space of characteristics in a non-uniform
way. It is observed that the APV are grouped in clusters that are
relatively visible at first. Also, it is possible to notice that most
of the members of the hydrophobicity scales category are sep-
arated from the rest, in a relatively defined cluster. That cluster
also contains three members of category two; coincidently these
three vectors were identified in the literature as associated to
hydrophobic properties of amino acids[38,43,54].

This analysis allowed us to observe that although the APV
associated to hydrophobicity scales was a relatively defined clus-
ter, there is considerable diversity amongst them. This diversity
may allow the construction of models with different properties
and also will serve as a good starting point to derive new mix-
tures of vectors from the original ones.

3.2. Statistical Jack Knife evaluation of the DRT 0 model

Before analyzing the models based on the aminoacidic com-
position, a line of reference was established. This reference
was established through the study of the DRT 0 model that
uses the three-dimensional structure of the protein, not only
using hydrophobicity scales, considering one by one the vec-
tors belonging to the APV collection. This model was evaluated
for the set of 12 proteins with know experimental DRT and the
r

in
a con-
s
t cor-
r tained
t

Table 1
Effect of the aminoacidic property vectors (APV) on the performance indices o i
experimental DRT of the 12 proteins

No. APV Description

1 Miyazawa and Jerningan[11] Hydrophobicity scale (contact energ
2 Cowan and Whittaker[12] Hydrophobicity indices at pH 3.4 det
3 Deleage and Roux[31] Conformational parameter for�-sheet
4 Browne[26] Retention coefficient in heptafluorob
5 Willson [58] Hydrophobic constants derived from

The five best APV (out of 74) in ascending order with respect to the mean sq e Jack
cross-validation mean square error (MSEJK) are also shown.

Table 2
Effect of the aminoacidic property vectors (APV) on the performance indices o i
experimental DRT of the 12 proteins

N

1 prot
2 carb

in
3 obuty
4 m HP
5 et

T Knif nt
(

o. APV Description

Wertz and Scheraga[57] Fraction of buried amino acid in 20
Grantham[36] Atomic weight ratio of hetero (non

or rings to carbons in the side cha
Browne[26] Retention coefficient in heptafluor
Willson [58] Hydrophobic constants derived fro
Deleage and Roux[31] Conformational parameter for�-she

he five best APV (out of 74) in ascending order with respect to the Jack
Pearson) and the mean square error (MSE) are also shown.
y.

l

esults of this evaluation are shown inTables 1 and 2.
Table 1shows the results obtained for the five best APV

scending order with respect to the MSE. These results are
istent with those reported by Lienqueo et al.[10] and they show
hat, in general, the APV that gave the smaller MSE values
espond to vectors associated to hydrophobicity scales ob
hrough different methodologies. However, the MSEJK values

f the DRT 0 model (based on the three-dimensional structure) in the predction of the

MSE× 103 Pearson MSEJK × 103

y derived from 3D data) 5.812 0.946 21.016
ermined by HPLC 6.902 0.936 21.041

7.572 0.929 19.465
utyric acid (HFBA) 7.850 0.926 16.869
HPLC peptide retention times8.237 0.923 19.298

uare error (MSE) are listed. The correlation coefficient (Pearson) and thKnife

f the DRT 0 model (based on the three-dimensional structure) in the predction of the

MSE× 103 Pearson MSEJK × 103

eins 8.754 0.917 12.988
on) elements in end groups 8.657 0.918 14.210

ric acid (HFBA) 7.850 0.926 16.869
LC peptide retention times 8.237 0.923 19.298

7.572 0.929 19.465

e cross-validation mean square error (MSEJK) are listed. The correlation coefficie
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in Table 1do not follow the ascending order that those of MSE.
This is reasonable, since it is known that the MSE corresponds
to an optimistic estimation of the prediction error, produced by
a loss in the predictive capacity of the model consequence of an
over fitting to the training data and thereforeTable 2was con-
structed. This table shows the five best APV now ordered based
on their MSEJK.

Table 2shows that, based on the analysis of the MSEJK,
the best APV in terms to assure a good predictive performance
was the Wertz and Scheraga vector. This vector was constructed
based on a measurement of the amino acid tendency to be hidden
in proteins[57]. The MSE obtained by the Wertz and Scheraga
vector was 8.754× 10−3 which meant an increase of a 50% in
relation to the one obtained by the Miyazawa–Jernigan vector.
Nevertheless, the MSEJK indicates that next to the increase in
the MSE, a diminishment of 38.2% in the MSEJK took place,
allowing a substantial improvement in the predictive capacity of
the model. This corresponds to an improvement with respect to
the methodology proposed by Lienqueo et al., where the eval-
uation of the predictive performance of the model was carried
out in only one protein set[10]. Therefore, the methodology
proposed by Lienqueo et al. can be considered highly biased,
since it depends strongly on the criterion used to construct the
evaluation set. On the contrary, the methodology proposed in
this paper estimates the prediction error of the model through
the determination of the impact of the removal of each one of
t hen
i

m
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d ele
m
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w

3
r
c

with
t ase
o to b
e ses

the amino acids completely exposed (DRT I), the next one uses
a simple correction factor considering the general tendency of
each amino acid to be exposed (DRT II) and the last one is based
on a linear estimation of the aminoacidic surface composition
(DRT III).

The DRT I model reached a minimum MSEJK equal to
22.749× 10−3 when it was constructed using the Grantham vec-
tor and therefore was 1.8 times the minimum value obtained
by the DRT 0 model (12.988× 10−3). The results obtained
using the DRT II model were worse. The lowest MSEJK
(24.839× 10−3) was obtained when using the relative mutabil-
ity vector proposed by Dayhoff[30]. The aminoacidic property
represented by the vector of Dayhoff allows us to affirm that it
corresponds to a model artefact and not to behaviour defined by
the physical, chemical or biological nature of the vector.

With respect to DRT III model,Table 3shows its perfor-
mance when it was constructed using the same APV shown in
Table 2. It is possible to note that the MSEJK values in this table
are not ordered in an ascending way, as, in this case, the DRT
III model was evaluated like an estimator of the DRT 0 model
and, of course, the quality of this approach depends strongly on
the APV used. For the case of the Wertz and Scheraga vector,
the difference in the MSEJK between both models is consider-
able: DRT III model obtained a MSEJK of 25.262× 10−3, this
is more of the double of the value obtained by DRT 0 model
using the same APV. On the other hand, in the fourth position
i III
m is
3 in its
b
w are
l

I his
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a ular,
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3 buty
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T ompa earson)
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he elements in the data set in the model performance and
t is more robust.

The second place inTable 2corresponded to the Grantha
ector. This vector represents an index of atomic compos
efined as the atomic weight ratio of hetero (non carbon)
ents in end groups or rings to carbons in the side chain[36]. The

est of the vectors are associated, in their majority, to hydro
icity or exposition/hidden scales that also represents, in
ay, hydrophobic characteristics.

.3. Modelling and prediction of the dimensionless
etention time (DRT) of a protein based on its aminoacidic
omposition

Having defined a line of reference, the results obtained
he models based on composition follow. Three models b
n different assumptions about the amino acids tendency
xposed to the solvent were evaluated: the first one suppo

able 3
ffect of the aminoacidic property vectors (APV) on the performance indi

he prediction of the experimental DRT of the 12 proteins

o. APV Description

Wertz and Scheraga[57] Fraction of buried amino acid in 20
Grantham[36] Atomic weight ratio of hetero (non

or rings to carbons in the side cha
Browne[26] Retention coefficient in heptafluoro
Willson [58] Hydrophobic constants derived fro
Deleage and Roux[31] Conformational parameter for�-she

his table maintains the APV and the order defined byTable 2, so it can be c
nd the Jack Knife cross-validation mean square error (MSEJK) are shown.
ce

-

-
e

d
e
all

n Table 3is the Willson APV. Using this vector in the DRT
odel, a MSEJK equal to 13.501× 10−3 was obtained, this
.9% greater than the value obtained by the DRT 0 model
est case. This observation suggests the construction ofTable 4,
here the five better APV used to construct DRT III model

isted.
According toTable 4, the minimum MSEJK for the DRT

II model was obtained when using the Willson APV. T
ector represents a hydrophobicity scale based on rete
imes in HPLC[58]. This vector obtained an MSEJK equal to
3.501× 10−3. This MSEJK was considered quite acceptab
ince it is only 3.9% greater than the value obtained by
RT 0 model. As in the case of the DRT 0 model, the A
resent inTable 4correspond, in their majority, to hydroph
icity scales. The appearance of the Sandberg and Jonson

s interesting, since both were derived by means of a stati
nalysis on a diverse set of aminoacidic properties. In partic

he Sandberg vector is located in the third position and o

f the DRT III model (the best fit using only amino acid composition of theotein) in

MSE× 103 Pearson MSEJK × 103

eins 18.168 0.820 25.262
on) elements in end groups 18.980 0.811 41.441

ric acid (HFBA) 34.606 0.612 102.666
LC peptide retention times 7.377 0.931 13.501

27.346 0.711 58.317

red directly. The mean square error (MSE), the correlation coefficient (P
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Table 4
Effect of the aminoacidic property vectors (APV) on the performance indices of the DRT III model (the best fit using only amino acid composition of the protein) in
the prediction of the experimental DRT of the 12 proteins

No. APV Description MSE× 103 Pearson MSEJK × 103

1 Willson [58] Hydrophobic constants derived from HPLC peptide retention times 7.377 0.931 13.501
2 Cowan and Whittaker[12] Hydrophobicity indices at pH 3.4 determined by HPLC 9.225 0.913 15.508
3 Sandberg[54] Statistical analysis of aminoacidic properties,z3 17.310 0.829 22.963
4 Abraham and Leo[22] Hydrophobicity scale 8.760 0.917 23.023
5 Jonson[43] Statistical analysis of aminoacidic properties,z1 10.068 0.904 24.016

The five best APV (out of 74) in ascending order with respect to the Jack Knife cross-validation mean square error (MSEJK) are listed. The correlation coefficient
(Pearson) and the mean square error (MSE) are also shown.

nally it was described by its authors as a measurement of the
amino acids electronic characteristics (for example, pKa and pI)
[54].

3.4. Modelling and prediction of the dimensionless
retention time (DRT) of a protein based on its aminoacidic
composition and derived aminoacidic property vectors
(APV) using k-means and SOM algorithms

In this section, the results obtained by evaluating models DRT
I, II and III on the basis of a new set of APV are described. This
set was constructed with the APVs derived from the original
APVs using thek-means and self-organizing maps (SOM) algo-
rithms. In total, 6388 vectors were generated, 5340 from the
k-means algorithm and 1572 using SOM algorithm.

3.4.1. APV derived using k-means algorithm
The performance of the best vectors found using thek-means

algorithm is detailed inTable 5. This table shows that, in the
case of the models DRT 0 and DRT I, thek-means algorithm was
unable to locate prototypes that were able to improve the results
shown previously. For these models, the algorithm located the
best prototype in the same position as the best vectors found
previously: Wertz and Scheraga and Grantham, in the case of
DRT 0 and DRT I models, respectively.

nd
t
c tha
w e
v e,
c
i ed

by its authors as a measurement of the amino acids electronic
characteristics[38,54].

The best vector obtained for the DRT III model was found
when a uniform distribution was used to initialize the centroides
and it was obtained when consideringk = 31. By means of this
vector, the MSEJK decreases a little more than 4% with respect
to the value obtained using the Willson vector. This vector turned
out to be a centroid of the vectors of Fauchere, Willson and Hopp
[34,58,39]ordered on the basis of its distance to their centroid.
All of them represent hydrophobicity scales, and therefore this
vector can be interpreted as a consensus amongst them.

3.4.2. APV derived using the SOM algorithm
Table 6shows that, as in the case of thek-means algorithm,

the SOM algorithm was unable to find a vector that allowed an
improvement in the results shown by the DRT 0 model when
using the Wertz and Scheraga vector. The best prototype located
by means of the SOM algorithm was found when using a 7× 7
map built on the set of standardized APV. This vector presented
an MSEJK 11.7% greater than that obtained by the Wertz and
Scheraga vector and corresponds to the prototype located in the
proximities of the Wertz and Scheraga vector.

The DRT I model improved its performance by decreasing
the MSEJK in 16%. In this case, the closest original vector was
the hydrophobicity scale of Erikkson, based on the change of the
free energy in the transference of the amino acids from ethanol
t t.

nd
a llson
v e not
s .
W it was
f and

T
P otein

M

D
D nd

D .99 ,
D .917

T he Ja ce
( n.
In the case of models DRT II and III, this algorithm fou
wo vectors that allowed an improvement in the MSEJK in both
ases. With respect to the DRT II model, a vector was found
as able to decrease the value of MSEJK by almost 17%. Th
ector was very near to thez3 APV of Hellberg, and therefor
an be interpreted as a variation of it. Thez3 vector of Hellberg
s analogous to thez3 vector of Sandberg and it is describ

able 5
erformance indices for the models on the prediction of DRT of the 12 pr

odel MSE× 103 Pearson MSEJK × 103 k D P

RT 0 8.754 0.917 12.988 50 0 1
RT I 10.401 0.901 22.749 54 0 1

RT II 15.331 0.850 20.553 59 0.16 0
RT III 8.150 0.923 12.914 31 0.377 0

he mean square error (MSE), the correlation coefficient (Pearson) and t
D), Pearson (P), k parameter and description of the closest APV are show
t

o water. The DRT II model did not present an improvemen
With respect to the DRT III model, the SOM algorithm fou

prototype that improved the results obtained by the Wi
ector by 7.3%. This vector was found when processing th
tandardized original APVs by means of a 7× 7 SOM map
hen analyzing the characteristics of the map generated,

ound that this vector corresponds to the centroid of Cowan

s for the best APV obtained by thek-means algorithm

Closest APV

APV Description

Wertz and Scheraga[57] Fraction of buried amino acid in 20 proteins
Grantham[36] At. weight ratio of hetero elements in e

groups or rings to carbons in the side chain
Hellberg[38] Statistical analysis of aminoacidic propertiesz3
Fauchere[34] Hydrophobicity scale (pi-r)

ck Knife cross-validation mean square error (MSEJK) are shown. In addition, distan
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Table 6
Performance indices for the models on the prediction of DRT of the 12 proteins for the best APV obtained by the SOM algorithm

Model MSE× 103 Pearson MSEJK × 103 Size D P Closest APV

APV Description

DRT 0 9.566 0.909 14.508 7× 7 0.614 0.938 Wertz and Scheraga[57] Fraction of buried amino acid in 20 proteins
DRT I 11.108 0.894 19.112 6× 6 1.281 0.518 Erikkson[33] �G in the transference of the amino acids

from ethanol to water
DRT II 14.835 0.855 24.658 3× 3 0.938 0.771 Chou and Fasman[29] Conformational parameter for�-turn

calculated on 29 proteins
DRT III 7.739 0.927 12.332 7× 7 0.358 0.969 Abraham and Leo[22] Hydrophobicity scale

The mean square error (MSE), the correlation coefficient (Pearson) and the Jack Knife cross-validation mean square error (MSEJK) are shown. In addition, distance
(D), Pearson (P), map size and description of the closest APV are shown.

Whittaker [12] and Abraham and Leo[22] vectors, both cor-
responding to hydrophobicity scales. This suggested that this
vector corresponds to a consensus between these two hydropho-
bicity scales.

3.5. Final discussion

Table 7shows the best APVs found in this work for each
one of the DRT models considered. As has been mentioned, in
the case of the vectors obtained by means of thek-means and
SOM algorithms, these can be interpreted, in a certain sense, as
mixtures of the original APV found in the literature. In particular,
most of these were related to APVs associated to hydrophobicity
scales. This fact is very important, as it is concordant with the
application in which they are being used. An exception is the
vector associated to the DRT II model, which was interpreted as
an expression of the electronic properties of the amino acids.

The best models were those of the DRT 0 using the Wertz
and Scheraga vector and DRT III using vector SOM 7× 7. The

Table 7
Improved amino acid property vectors (APV) found in this work for each one
of the DRT models considered

AA DRT 0 DRT I DRT II DRT III
Wertz and
Scheraga[57]

SOM 6× 6 k-means,
k = 59

SOM 7× 7

A
A
A
A
C
G
G
G
H
I
L
L
M
P
P
S
T
T
T
V

coefficient of correlation between these vectors was of 0.763,
which indicates that both vectors present differences. The anal-
ysis of these vectors showed that both agree in the allocation
of the hydrophobic amino acids: phenylalanine, leucine, valine
and isoleucine. Also, both vectors tend to privilege the non-polar
group of amphipatic amino acids, i.e. that they contain, simulta-
neously, polar and non-polar groups, as for example, tryptophan,
methionine and tyrosine. The greater discrepancy is in the case
of the hydrophobic amino acid proline. The Wertz and Scheraga
vector assigns an almost null hydrophobicity to it, whereas vec-
tor SOM 7× 7, a medium-high hydrophobicity. In the case of
the hydrophilic amino acids, both vectors agree, locating lysine
as the most hydrophilic amino acid.

Also, important discrepancies in the other hydrophilic amino
acids exist. The most important differences concern arginine
and histidine. The vector SOM 7× 7 tended assigning values
lower than those found in the Wertz and Scheraga vector. The
most remarkable case corresponds to cysteine, since both vec-
tors assign a great hydrophobic character to it. This is explained
by the fact that, although cysteine is usually classified as a
hydrophilic amino acid, it tends to be inside of proteins forming
disulfide bridges. On the basis of these observations, it is possi-
ble to conclude that the vector SOM 7× 7 represents a synthesis
between the hydrophobic character of the amino acids and their
tendency to be located inside of proteins.

It was observed that thec coefficients from Eq.(5)presented,
i DRT
I ard
d d in
t f the
D er
h l,
c ients

T
C ition

b

b
b
b
Γ

Γ

T
w

LA 0.375 0.013 0.517 0.519
RG 0.321 0.633 0.000 0.026
SN 0.196 0.214 0.598 0.254
SP 0.107 0.082 0.760 0.333
YS 0.929 0.158 1.000 0.732
LN 0.071 0.522 0.295 0.283
LU 0.125 0.066 0.458 0.345
LY 0.179 0.044 0.515 0.492
IS 0.696 0.351 0.561 0.222

LE 0.857 0.729 0.283 0.979
EU 0.821 0.235 0.302 0.941
YS 0.000 0.459 0.090 0.000
ET 0.804 0.297 0.475 0.781
HE 1.000 0.409 0.573 1.000
RO 0.071 0.000 0.745 0.706
ER 0.321 0.101 0.587 0.358
HR 0.125 1.000 0.300 0.427
RP 0.982 0.429 0.567 0.966
YR 0.589 0.687 0.500 0.733
AL 0.732 0.683 0.278 0.825
i

n most cases, variabilities smaller than 5% for the models
, II and III. These variabilities were obtained from stand
eviation in all repetitions. The highest variability was foun

he coefficient associated to arginine, which in the case o
RT III model displayed a variability of 110%. On the oth
and,Table 8shows that thebi coefficients had, in genera
onfidence intervals at 95% of considerable size. Coeffic

able 8
oefficientsbi from Eq.(2)for the models based on the aminoacidic compos

i DRT I DRT II DRT III

0 −53.46± 21.97 −8.93± 22.04 −14.98± 10.29

1 314.80± 126.70 39.50± 113.30 75.32± 53.78

2 −456.40± 182.00 −39.55± 145.05 −90.15± 69.75

min 0.317 0.345 0.327

max 0.387 0.430 0.430

he confidence interval at 95% and the rank of the variableΓ in which they
ere obtained are included.
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Fig. 3. Scatter plots between the experimental dimensionless retention time (DRT) and DRT predicted by the DRT 0 model based on the three-dimensionalstructure
of the proteins and DRT III model based on the aminoacidic composition of the proteins.

determined with greater uncertainty were associated to DRT I
model.

Fig. 3shows the scatter plots between experimental DRT and
those estimated by means of DRT 0 and DRT III models. The
plots inFig. 3do not suggest a pattern between the dispersions
and the experimental DRT. However, these plots show that DRT
0 and DRT III share the fact that one of the greater errors is in
the zone where the most hydrophobic proteins are located. This
observation can also be observed inFig. 4, where a plot of the
residual error of the models for each protein is shown. Addi-
tionally, the experimental DRT and the predictions carried out
by the DRT III model are inTable 9. The plot inFig. 4 shows
that the biggest error was located in the protein�-lactalbumin
(1A4V), followed by lysozyme (2LYM) in the case of the DRT 0
model and ovalbumin (1OVA) in the case of the DRT III model.
On the contrary, in the case of the DRT III model, the smaller
errors were found in cytochrome C (1HRC), ribonuclease A
(1AFU), lysozyme (2LYM) and�-chymotrypsin (4CHA). A
relation between the magnitude of the error and the length of
the protein sequence was not observed, low residual errors in
small proteins such as cytochrome C (104 aa) or of greater size
like conalbumin (682 aa) were observed. This allows us to state
that the DRT III model (like the model DRT 0) is able to pre-

F reten-
t
m
a

Table 9
The experimental dimensionless retention time (DRT) and DRT predicted by
the DRT III model based on the aminoacidic composition of the proteins

Protein PDB ID Experimental DRT DRT III model prediction

1HRC 0.000 0.000
1AFU 0.360 0.357
1YMB 0.370 0.448
1OVT 0.500 0.436
1OVA 0.567 0.741
2LYM 0.600 0.613
1THV 0.660 0.712
2CHA 0.690 0.739
1CJ5 0.730 0.747
1BLI 0.749 0.656
4CHA 0.770 0.734
1A4V 0.930 0.738

dict the retention times for a wide set of proteins, monomeric
and multimeric and that the prediction error is not related to the
length of these, nor to their average surface hydrophobicity.

4. Conclusions

In this paper, the prediction of the dimensionless retention
time of proteins (DRT) in hydrophobic interaction chromatogra-
phy (HIC) by means of mathematical models based, essentially,
only on the aminoacidic composition was investigated. The
results presented in this work show that such prediction was
indeed possible, with a performance similar to that observed in
models that use much more sophisticated information like the
three-dimensional structure of proteins.

A DRT prediction model based on information concerning
the three-dimensional structure of proteins was proposed by
Lienqueo et al.[10]. They selected the Miyazawa and Jernigan
hydrophobicity vector in the process of adjusting the parameters
of their model. In that context, we showed that a model (called
DRT 0), constructed using the Wetz and Scheraga vector, is bet-
ter, since the Jack Knife estimation of the prediction error was
38.2% smaller than the one based on the Miyazawa and Jernigan
vector. We used the Jack Knife methodology due it estimates the
prediction error of the model through the determination of the
impact of the removal of each one of the elements in the data
ig. 4. Plot of the residual error between the experimental dimensionless
ion time (DRT) and DRT estimated by the DRT 0 model () and the DRT III
odel ( ). The experimental DRT (�), and the dimensionless length (�) are
lso shown.
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set in the model performance. In this case, the size of the data
set is modest and therefore this approach is more robust than the
arbitrary division of the data set in a training and test set.

Our main contribution was the design of models that predict
the DRT using the minimal information concerning a protein:
its aminoacidic composition. We did not take into account the
protein amino acid sequence, nor its secondary structure nor its
three-dimensional structure. Three models based on different
assumptions about the amino acids tendency to be exposed to
the solvent were evaluated. In all the cases analyzed, the model
that gave best results was the one based on a linear estimation of
the aminoacidic surface composition (DRT III). The prediction
error (MSEJK) obtained by this model was almost 35% smaller
than that obtained by the model that supposes that all the amino
acids are completely exposed (DRT I) and 40% smaller than that
obtained by the model that uses a simple correction factor con-
sidering the general tendency of each amino acid to be exposed
to the solvent (DRT II).

The models were adjusted using a collection of 74 vectors of
aminoacidic properties, plus a set of 6388 vectors derived from
these. The derived vectors were obtained using two mathemati-
cal tools:k-means and self-organizing maps (SOM) algorithms.
The best results were observed in the DRT III model with a vector
v generated by the SOM algorithm. This vector was interpreted
as a hydrophobicity scale based partly on the tendency of the
amino acids to be inside of proteins. The performance of DRT
I T 0
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a
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